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Abstract
The thermal behavior of a micro-channel cooling device

has been investigated by using two different, complementary
measurement methods. The measured sample was a square
nickel plate micro-cooler holding 128 micro-channels in radial
arrangement. In our previous studies we used only thermal
transient measurements and the structurefiunctions method to
identify the partial thermal resistance corresponding to the
cooler. In the current study the measurement setup was
completed by a heat-flux sensor array placed under the micro-
cooler. This way we could compare the heat-transfer
coefficient values obtained (1) from the identified thermal
resistance value and (2) calculated directly from the measured
heat-flux values. Good matching of the values obtained the
different methods was found.

1. Introduction
The rapid advances in transistor density and switching

frequency of VLSI circuits as encountered in microprocessors
have induced dramatic increases in die heat flux and power
consumption at all levels of electronic packaging.
Conventional air-cooling systems are reaching their limits [I],
thus, new designs are investigated in order to be able to cope
with increased heat flux and keeping junction temperatures
tolerable [2]. An urgent demand of more efficient coolng has
risen, which - among others - resulted in meso- and micro-
scale thermal management solutions [3].

Prior publications on advanced forced flow cooling
solutions (such as [2]) deal with the flow characteristics
mainly. In our present paper we describe a thermal
characterization method of cooling assemblies through the
example of a nickel-based radial micro-channel cooling plate
[4]. The very small size device is dedicated for mobile
applications.

The solutions described in [3] are in the diameter range of
250..1000 pm, while we describe and characterize micro-
channel cooling devices with characteristic channel size of
I00x45 pm and I00x70 pm. The devices were investigated by
thermal transient measurements from which we identified
thermal characteristics ofthe micro-cooler.

First a brief overview of the micro-cooler device and its
fabrication process is given. The measurement setup and the
method of deriving the thermal characteristics are detailed in
Section 3. In Section 4 the measurement results are evaluated

and a simple experimental model is introduced. Section 5
details the cross verification ofthe 7Opm structure. The results
are summarised in Section 6.

2. The structure of the radial micro-channel plate
The device was designed to be used in microelectronic

packaging cooling applications [4]. The nickel-based micro-
channel cooling plate was fabricated on a glass substrate using
a two-layer electroforming process borrowed from the UV-
LIGA technique. Forced convection of air or liquid is
scheduled to be used for cooling in this micro-channel plate.
The width of the square plate is 15mm. The thickness of the
whole micro-channel plate is 130pm. The centre ofthe plate is
a 6mm-diameter hole for the micro-fan to be fitted in. The
plate holds 128 radial channels. The length of the channels
varies from 4.5 mm to 6.36 mm. In the recent study the forced
air mode operation is investigated.

Two different micro-cooler plates were investigated. The
only difference was the channel depth. On the fist plate the
width of each channel was 100pm, the depth was 70pm. On
the second plate the width of each channel was 100Wn, the
depth was 45upm. The whole channel plate is made of
electroplated nickel in a 2-layer process. SEM pictures of the
channels of the micro-cooler near to the middle hole can be
seen in Figure 1. The walls and the bottom side of the
channels are sufficiently smooth. So the roughness of the
channel walls does not disturb the gas flow through the
channels. For more details on the process refer to [4].

Figure 1 SEM photograph of the inner end of the micro-
channels
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3. Thermal transient measurement of the device

The efficiency of a cooling device - like in our case that of
the micro-channel cooler - is characterized either by its
thermal resistance (conductance) towards the ambient or by its
heat-transfer coefficient. The thermal resistance can be easily
identified: the micro-cooler has to be attached to an active
device like to a conventional power transistor, such as shown
in Figure 2. After powering up the transistor its temperature
rise has to be measured and knowing the applied power step
and the temperature rise of the junction we obtain the
junction-to-ambient thermal resistance:

R,^j = - (1)AP
Repeating this measurement at different flow-rates of the

coolant gas, the thermal resistance (or thermal conductance)
vs. flow rate characteristic is obtained. The junction
temperature rise of the transistor can be identified by the
principles of the electrical test method [5]. The forward
voltage of the emitter-base junction is a temperature sensitive
parameter (TSP). Its sensitivity (or K-factor) has to be
identified in a calibration process, letting a small sensor
current (e.g. I mA) across the junction. The ATj junction

-Micro-cooler y _ g 2 2 ^

Figure 2 The microcooler attached to a power transistor
(BD245C) and the heat-flow sensor in between them.

temperature change must be measured from steady-state to
steady-state.

The problem with this simple and straightforward method
is that the thermal resistance identified this way includes the
thermal resistance of the transistor as well as the thermal
resistance of the copper heat-spreader.

The method of obtaining the partial thermal resistance
corresponding to the micro-cooler and its support assembly
only was based on using the structurefunctions [6], [7], [8].

In order to obtain the structure functions one has to carry
out thermal transient measurements. Since in case of the
conventional thermal resistance measurement we always have
to wait until the system reaches its new thermal equilibrium
(steady-state), the thermal transient measurement does not
introduce any overhead in measurement time. The "only"
difference is that we simply do not wait for the new thermal
equilibrium to be reached without doing anything, but we
continuously measure the temperature - this way the transient
between the two equilibria are recorded "on-the-fly". The
thermal transient recorded contains all available information
about the junction-to-ambient heat-conduction path. In our

case this means the junction of the power transistor while the
"ambient" is realized by the micro-cooler and its support
assembly. In our setup we ensured that most of the dissipated
power was directed towards the micro-cooler. In order to
cross-verify the measured results a heat-flow sensor array was
inserted between the micro-cooler and the copper heat-
spreader The heat-flow sensor array introduced only a
negligible serial thermal resistance. The power transistor was
placed onto an insulating pedestal, thus the dominant heat-
flow from the junction took place in upward direction,
towards the micro-channel cooler. The parasitic heat-flow
across the insulating pedestal again, was negligible, but it can
be also measured and can be accounted for during the
structure function based evaluation as described in [9].
3.1. Evaluation of thermal transients and structure

functions

The concept of extracting information from the high
resolution, noise-free thermal transients (heating or cooling
curves) was already introduced years ago and was described
in a number of publications (see e.g. [6], [7], [8], [10]), that is
why we give only a brief outline of that procedure.
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Figure 3 Concept of the cumulative structure function.

The main point of the evaluation is that the time-constant
spectrum of the thermal system is identified with
deconvolution from its measured thermal transient (unit-step
response). In a subsequent step, the cumulative and
differential structure functions of the junction-to-ambient
heat-conduction path are created from the time-constant
spectrum - e.g. through the Cauer-type ladder model of the
measured thermal impedance. The cumulative structure
function is a direct map of the cumulative thermal capacitance
vs. cumulative thermal resistance, starting from the junction.
Thus, the origin of the curve always corresponds to the
junction and the function always ends with a singularity
indicating the infinite thermal capacitance of the ambient (see
Figure 3).

In the cumulative structure function plateaus correspond to
certain mass of material - the first one is obviously related to
the semiconductor chip inside the package. To distinguish
between material regions, one often uses the derivative of the
function, the differential structurefunction.
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Figure 4 presents the differential structure function of the
power transistor - micro-channel cooler setup of Figure 2 (for
zero gas flow through the cooler). In the differential structure
function peaks indicate transitions between material regions -
this way we could locate the major elements of the heat-flow
path of our setup. Even structural elements inside the
transistor package were identified. For our study the last peak
is interesting, since this indicates the thermal interface
between the copper heat-spreader and the micro-cooler and
support assembly. The distance between this peak location
and the singularity gives the thermal resistance realized by the
micro-cooler and its support structure. Figure 5 presents a
simple lumped thermal model of the DUT.
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from a measurement with the heat-flow sensor removed from
the structure.

It has to be noted, that structure functions provide a direct
cumulative thermal resistance - cumulative thermal capaci-
tance maps of essentially ID structures only. In case of
complex 3D heat flow they provide an equivalent model. This
applies to our problem now, but micro-coolers (like other
cooling assemblies) are typically characterized by a single,
effective heat transfer coefficient. The lumped GEAUC value
obtained by our method is inherently such an effective value.
Since the only change during our measurements was the flow
rate of the coolant, any change in GIhMC reflects the flow rate
dependence of heat transfer coefficient of the micro-cooler.
The heat-flow is mainly one dimensional till the copper heat
spreader / micro-cooler interface. The main point in using the
structure functions is to find the location, where the heat
transfer branches into two parallel directions (see Figure 5)
and to obtain the partial thermal resistance corresponding to
the parallel branches only.

Cu / micro-cooler
interface

Rthi X Rth2 °

junction

Air-flow through
the micro-channels

th M~~PthMC

Rth3

Silicon rubber

k(K"Wl

Figure 4 The differential structure function of the power
transistor, micro-cooler and its support setup.

Using notations of Figure 5 this thermal resistance is

Convective loss of
the heat-flow sensor

Ambient
4,

Figure 5 Simple lumped thermal model of the DUT shown
in Figure 2.

1
1 l

1/ R,h3 + 1/ RthMC
1R,h4

(2)

#~~~~~
I/ Rth3 + 1 / RthMc + I/ Rth4

since according to our measurements the Rth2 thermal resis-
tance of the thin nickel plate holding the micro-channels is
negligible. The Rth3 thermal resistance value of the silicon
rubber can be identified if we measure the DUT at zero flow
rate, when the RthMC thermal resistance value (representing the
heat transfer realized by the micro-channel cooling) obviously
equals to infinity. This way the thermal conductance of the
micro-channel cooler is calculated as

G,hMC =
I

= -
I

- 1 (3)
thMC th th3 5h4

where R,h is to be read from a structure function identified for
a given flow rate of the coolant, R,h3 is the thermal resistance
value identified at zero flow rate and R,h4 can be identified

Figure 6 The complete measurement setup.

3.2. The measurement setup

As the micro-fan that will be used in the final device was
not yet available the measurement characterizing the cooling
capabilities of the micro-channel was completed by using a
custom made platform that was capable of holding the micro-
cooler plate and ensured the necessary cooling gas supply to
it. This was completed with a power transistor to allow us the
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actual thermal measurements (see Figure 2). For the thermal
transient measurements we used the T3Ster thermal transient
tester equipment [11]. Its measurement control and evaluation
software provided us with the structure functions needed for
the identification of the partial thermal resistance of the
micro-channel cooler and its support assembly. The whole
measurement setup can be seen in Figure 6. Nitrogen was
used for cooling. The pressure at the gas outlet and the gas
flow rate were measured. A BD245C power transistor was
used as a dissipator element with a flat-surface copper plate of
15xl5x2 mm as a heat spreader attached to it. The micro-
cooler was mounted such that the channels were facing the flat
copper plate or the heat-flow sensor. The gas supply tube,
seamlessly joined to a silicone rubber sheet ensured the
cooling gas flow to the central (fan) hole. The rubber sheet
protected the fragile micro-cooler plate from breaking. Both
the powering of the transistor and sensing its temperature
change was carried out by the thermal test equipment. The
heat-flow map provided by the sensor array was recorded
during the measurements.

First the transistor was heated up; after reaching the
steady-stae the cooling transients at different flow rates were
recorded. The power-step applied to the device was 3.5 W.
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Figure 8 Change of the thermal resistance with respect to
the flow-rate for the 45 pm channel depth cooler.
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Figure 9 Change of the thermal resistance with respect to
the flow-rate for the 70 ipm channel depth cooler.

4. Measurement Results

The thermal transient responses were measured at different
gas flow rates (from 0 Vh to 67 U/h). We measured the two
different micro-cooler plates under the same condition. We

paid attention to similar ambient conditions. The lab's air
temperture was 23.5°C and the air pressure was 1006 mbar.
Each measured thermal transient was evaluated and the
corresponding structure functions were generated.

12 14 16 The boundaries between the different regions of the heat-
flow path are well pronounced as peaks in the differential

al resistances of structure function (Figure 7a). Thus, the partial thermal
ructure resistance between the copper heat-spreader / micro-cooler

interface and the ambient was identified this way. The thermal
characteristics of the micro-cooler and its support assembly
(Reh, Ct, values) are better to read from the cumulative
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Figure 10 The heat-flux map of the micro-cooler at a flow-
rate of 48 I/h

structure functions (Figure 7b). In the subsequent steps,
keeping in mind the location of the heat spreader / micro-
cooler thermal interface, the cumulative structure functions
were used. This way the change of the thermal resistance with
respect to the change in the flow-rate of the coolant was
identified from the cumulative structure function, as shown in
Figure 8 and in Figure 9.

The measured thermal conductance vs. flow rate function
for the 70 pm structure is presented in Figure 12. This part of
the thermal conductance corresponds to the heat transfer due
to the gas flow in the microchannels only (R,hMc in Figure 5).

With smoothly changing the flow rate one expects smooth
changes in the lumped thermal resistance value of the cooler
setup. Having a look at the structure functions the measured
R,h value changes smoothly (the singularity gets closer to the
origin) but we can observe a sudden change in the shape of the
functions. In case of the 45pm device at the flow rate of 441/h,
in case of the 70pm device at 1201/h the shape of the structure
function significantly differs from the other functions (see
Figure 8 and Figure 9). This suggests, that around these flow
rate values some characteristic changes take place in the gas-
flow. Since the structure functions are equivalent models only,
we can not tell exactly, where this change happens and what is
its exact nature, but we have a clear indication of such a
characteristic change. To find out more about this change
required further, detailed measurements with a heat-flow
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Figure 11 The heat-flux map of the micro-cooler at a
flow-rate of 120 I/h

sensor array inserted between the micro-cooler and the heat-
spreader.

5. Cross verification of the 70pm structure

To obtain the heat-flux map a temperature gradient based
sensor array was used [ 12].

The heat-flux sensor array was built of 42 cells in a 7x6
arrangement. Beside our primary goal of verifying another
measurement method, using this sensor array allowed us to
obtain the distribution of the heat flow on the micro-cooler
surface, providing some insight into details of the heat-
transfer conditions at the mico-cooler / heatspreader interface.

In Figure 10 and Figure lI the heat-flow maps of the
micro-cooler surface are presented for flow rates of 481/h and
1201/h respectively. The effect of a characteristic change in
the gas flow, which was observed in the shape of the structure
function shown in Figure 9 can be seen in Figure 11, as well.
While the heat-flow map at 48 1/h shows a left/right symmetry
(Figure 10) the map at 1201/h is quite asymmetric.

Figure 12 shows the calculated thermal conductance
values corresponding to the heat removed by the gas flow
through the channels of the micro-cooler only. A simple
second order model was fitted to the measured points, which
is also showing in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 The thermal conductance of the micro-
cooler only
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The effective heat transfer coefficient values at different
flow rates can be obtained from the heat-flow maps. These
values together with those calculated from the structure
functions are presented in Figure 13 and show a good
agreement.

6. Summary

With the help of structure functions we were able to
identify the thermal resistance of a test setup containing a
micro-channel cooling device with characteristic channel
dimensions of 100x45pm and 00x70pm and the thermal
conductance of the micro-coolers themselves. Carrying out the
identification procedure at different flow rates the thermal
characteristics of the micro-coolers were obtained. The sudden
change observed in the shape of the obtained structure
functions suggests that at certain flow rate values the nature of
the flow inside the micro-channel cooler changes. The
structure function based measurements were cross-verified
with a minimal insertion resistance all-silicon heat-flow
sensor array. Using the measured heat-flux values the lumped
heat-transfer coefficient value of the micro-channel cooler
was obtained in an alternate way. Heat-transfer coefficient vs.
flow-rate functions obtained by the two, independent ways
show good agreement. The heat-flux distribution maps
provided by the heat-flow sensor array also show a
characteristic changes in the heat-transfer properties of the
micro-channel cooler exactly at the gas flow rates where such
a change was predicted by the structure functions.
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